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The Green Wave 
new politics and new engagement 
for a new environment



Who is this guy?



STEM 
VOOR 

VERANDERING 🍀  
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Obama                   ’08 

GroenLinks             ’17 

GroenLinks             ’18 

European Greens ‘19 
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Social Media! 
??? 



!5No More!!
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a brave digital new world
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We grew up in a                     world. differentdifferent

duh. 



1987:

2004: facebook 

2005: youtube 

2006: twitter 

2011: facebook timeline & instagram 

2012: blogger hires woman to slap him everytime he's on facebook 

2014: facebook video 

2016: instagram stories 

18

30



I’m the gatekeeper 

r u
 su

re
? 
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advocacy of 
people   ❤



There are some 
authorities 

Everyone can  be 

an authority
Everyone can be 
an authority 
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             Who 
               are 
              we 
  fighting 
         for?
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Turnout is low

18-24 25-39 40-54 55+

28% 35% 45% 51%

“All hail the one whose voters show up”

Turnout in European elections is low. Turnout is lower among young voters, higher among the higher educated* 
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Electorate
Our voters are highly educated, 
younger, and more politically 
involved.

 

Ecolo Groen SF Miljöpartiet Zeleni Die 
Grünen

Comhaontas 
Glas

GroenLinks EELV

Gender
more 

female
more 

female
more 

female
more 

female
more 

female
more 

female 50/50 more 
female

more 
female

Age <35 <34 <40 19-39 25-34
young & 
middle-

aged
35-49 young young

Education high high ? ? high ? ? high high

Area urban urban urban urban urban ? urban urban urban
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Electorate
Our voters are highly educated, 
younger, and more politically 
involved.
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We need to increase the share of the vote,
of the highly educated (women) under the age of 35.
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Climate change salience
is increasing
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Climate change salience

World Economic Forum 2017; 
18-35 years old

is high(est) among millennials
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Mobilisation vs Persuasion

The pathway to winning an election is either: 
• To persuade as many people as possible who wouldn’t have voted for you to actually change their mind, 
• Or, to mobilize as many of your existing supporters as possible to get to the polls.  
• And of course, either of those paths will be easier to walk with a mobilized base that can get our message 

out – but that isn’t a goal in itself – at least not in an election campaign. 

There is generally much less research on persuasion campaigning. Most field experiments that have been 
done in a campaign setting have been carried out in the US, which is also a setting where most elections are 
won by turnout rather than persuasion. As a result we know much more about mobilization of voters than we 
know about persuasion (even though more and more experiments are being carried out in just the last 2-3 
years). 

However, we do know that persuasion campaigning is difficult and expensive to do in an isolated 
campaign. Stanford University recently published the study “The Minimal Persuasive Effects of Campaign 
Contact in General Elections: Evidence from 49 Field Experiments” which shows that most campaigns have 
almost zero effect on persuasion.  

Even though there is limited data we can say for sure that in an election turnout along the lines of the 
2019 election will be cheaper to mobilize existing supporters to get to the polls than to persuade new 
voters.
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Framing & Priming

Persuasion doesn’t necessarily mean supporters going door 
to door to evangelize the party message. It doesn’t necessarily 
mean the classic televised debate where politicians lay out their 
vision. 
 
Issue, candidate and party trust will (of course) move as a result of 
election campaigning – but they generally move slower. It gains 
momentum by campaigning – but in more “mature” democracies 
it moves quite slow. 

What does change throughout a campaign and can change 
quite fast is the issues that are prioritized by voters. If a party 
is strong on immigration – trying to putting immigration on top of 
the agenda around the election will mean more votes. This is about 
two things:  
• framing the choice when casting the ballot (what are you as a 

voter actually voting about – schools, the economy, immigration 
or maybe even the climate?). 

• priming voters by trying to get as many people as possible to 
think about the issues we are strong in when casting their ballot. 
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Social pressure
When it comes to GOTV campaigning – there is conclusive research (from the US) that 
shows that it is (much) less about communicating your issues than you’d expect. Most 
experiments where a political message have been tested against a social pressure 
message (positive or negative) shows that a social pressure message works better. 

This might seem counterintuitive because we as campaigners oftentimes want to 
communicate what we stand for (that’s oftentimes what campaigning is about). 

In short: GOTV campaigns have the best effect when they are about  voting. It’s a 
campaign to get people to vote – not a campaign to move the needle on issue or party 
trust.
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parties versus movements



Obama ’08 < 30 

> 65
31 - 64

66% 

45% 
50% 

highest turnout since 1960 



Obama ’08 

PoDemos ’15 

Trudeau '15 

GroenLinks ‘17 

< 30 

> 65
31 - 64

66% 

45% 
50% 

highest turnout since 1960 

< 25 
> 26

20% 
10% 

highest turnout since 1980 

youth 



Obama ’08 

PoDemos ’15 

Trudeau '15 

GroenLinks ‘17 

Corbyn '17 

European Greens '19 

Die Grünen ’21 

< 30 

> 65
31 - 64

66% 

45% 
50% 

< 25 
> 26

20% 
10% 

highest turnout since 1980 

youth 

highest turnout since 1994 
first time up since 1979

18 - 24 
25 - 39

28% 
35% 

42% 
47%

highest turnout since 1960 



youth 
quake 
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this is the 
news

This is the news. 

Is it really?
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this is the 
news

yes,  
we do.
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we do care

but caring comes 
from the heart
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we do care

but caring comes 
from the heart
knowledge comes 
from instinct
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we do care

but caring comes 
from the heart
knowledge comes 
from instinct
the fight for justice 
from values
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How do you do, fellow kids?
仲間の子供たちはどうしますか？

and trust is low
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…Traditional engagement 
might not be doing so well 
at the moment…
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But yes, we care.
We zijn betrokken.



And sometimes it feels 
it's others who have 

forgotten how it feels 
to stand for something

!35
such as some traditional parties
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How do you 
build on 

engagement?



ENGAGEMENT LADDER

EMAIL
DONATE

ALWAYS ASK

VOLUNTEER

MEETUP

ENGAGING CONTENT



the story of our movement, our 
vision, the enemy, the problem we 
are trying to solve, the individual 
who participates and their concrete 
action.  
And why is it important right now?  

Jouw kleine daad kan veel veranderen. 
Het cynisme van de pleur-op-politiek. 
Het zaaien van angst en verdeeldheid 
(en groeiende ongelijkheid; gebrek aanpak klimaat) 
om zetels te oogsten. Wilders en Rutte. 
Daartegenover staat het optimisme dat 
het kan: een eerlijke en empathische 
samenleving. Daartegenover staan wij. 
Al die mensen die de mouwen 
opstropen, het gesprek aangaan of een 
kleine financiële bijdrage leveren. Al 
die mensen die niet uit angst zullen 
stemmen, maar uit hoop. 
Het kan. We kunnen de grootste 
worden. Samen kan het. Nu moet het.

Campaign  
Story



ENGAGEMENT LADDER

EMAIL
DONATE

ALWAYS ASK

VOLUNTEER

MEETUP

ENGAGING CONTENT



Always 
Ask

The Two A’s: 

Always 
Ask

Facebook post ✅

Video ending ✅
E-mail ✅

Phonecall   (Lokaal❔ )

face-to-face  (Meetups ✅ - vrijwilligers❔ )

tweet ✅ (maar niet belangrijk)



Always 
Ask

A theory of change 
How does the action we are asking 
people to take create the change 
we want to see?

AIM Save the climate 
Long term campaign End use of fossil fuels 

Current campaign objective Stop further subsidizing coal energy 

Project-level objective Stop coal plants

Sub-objective (project level) Stop this coal plant

- find the sweetspot -

- Or talk Hope & Change-
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So how did the Greens do this?



c

GroenLinks



In the category 'pulling the plug:’



c

In the category 'not a concert:’



NEW REPRESENTATION
NEW REPRESENTATION

AND NEW PLACES (FACEBOOK)

INSERT VIDEO UITLEG VERKIEZINGSPROGRAMMA

the  
missing 
mirror -♥







cc

European Greens



across the EU
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European Trends
#EUelection2019

#EP2019

#GreenWave

#VoteForClimate

#ItsTime          
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so, like, hire me, mkay?
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How about you listen to us?
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peak content
peak competition



!57
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targeting

Demographics

Behavior
Intuitio

n

& dedication
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25 videos 
8x 1mln  

4 online activities 
4x 2mln 21
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set the agenda
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overton

unthinkable unthinkableradicalradical

policy

acceptable acceptable
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reinforce



European Trends
#EUelection2019

#EP2019

#GreenWave

#VoteForClimate

#ItsTime          

European Trends
#EUelection2019

#EP2019

#GreenWave

#VoteForClimate

#ItsTime          
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‘trolling’$
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priming by 
creative 
repetition
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priming by 
creative 
repetition



!67Trust



!68Vote
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41 
181 
89 
38
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engage
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Be 
In 
THE 
Moment
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Real  
Demands
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Create 
A  
Sense 
of Community



"On matters of style swim with the current, 
on matters of principle stand like a rock" 



"On matters of style swim with the current, 
on matters of principle stand like a rock" 

people powered campaigning 

purpose driven messaging 



"On matters of style swim with the current, 
on matters of principle stand like a rock" 

people powered campaigning 

purpose driven messaging 


